Confirmation of artistic performances in a stage production

Please do not submit unless requested by GVL to do so.

Please complete this form yourself and ask your contractor or ensemble's representative to sign it. You can send us this form by fax, e-mail (scan) or post.

**Contributing artist**

Name, first name: _________________________________________________________

GVL agreement number (6 digits) ____________________________________________

**Production**

Production title: ___________________________________________________________

Episode title: ______________________________________________________________

Further information: _________________________________________________________

Artist or ensemble/orchestra: ________________________________________________

Other contributors (optional) ________________________________________________

Time (period) and place of recording: _________________________________________

Place, date __________________________________ Signature of contractor or ensemble's representative
Nature of contribution: (please tick)

- Conductor
- Artistic producer
- Actor/performer
- Studio conductor
- Director (stage/word)
- Artistic narrator or raconteur
- Dancer

Singer:
- Soloist
- Ensemble member / band member
- Background singer / studio singer
- Choir participant (choir member)
- Choir participant (choir replacement)

Instrumentalist:
- Soloist
- Ensemble member / band member
- Studio musician
- Orchestra participant (orchestra member)
- Orchestra participant (orchestra replacement)

Role name: ________________________________________________

Instrument/pitch: __________________________________________

Confirmed by

Please note: We cannot accept confirmations you issued to yourself. You can download definitions of the above mentioned selection of roles and functions via www.artsys.gvl.de. It is possible that we need to ask you for further evidence in the course of our verification of your supporting documentation. We will incorporate the information you provided into our ARTSYS.GVL database, where it will be stored permanently and visible to others.

I herewith confirm that the details I submitted are correct. I am aware that I may be subject to criminal prosecution if I provide false or misleading information on productions and contributions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Print name, phone number, e-mail

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Function / institution or body

Signature of contributing artists  Signature contractor or ensemble’s representative

Place, date